Cognitive control is the ability to modify the behavioral response to a stimulus based on internal representations of goals or rules. We sought to characterize neural mechanisms in prefrontal cortex associated with cognitive control in a context that would maximize the potential for future translational relevance to human neuropsychiatric disease. To that end, we trained monkeys to perform a dot-pattern variant of the AX continuous performance task that is used to measure cognitive control impairment in patients with schizophrenia (MacDonald, 2008; Jones et al., 2010). Here we describe how information processing for cognitive control in this task is related to neural activity patterns in prefrontal cortex of monkeys, to advance our understanding of how behavioral flexibility is implemented by prefrontal neurons in general, and to model neural signals in the healthy brain that may be disrupted to produce cognitive control deficits in schizophrenia. We found that the neural representation of stimuli in prefrontal cortex is strongly biased toward stimuli that inhibit prepotent or automatic responses. We also found that population signals encoding different stimuli were modulated to overlap in time specifically in the case that information from multiple stimuli had to be integrated to select a conditional response. Finally, population signals relating to the motor response were biased toward less frequent and therefore less automatic actions. These data relate neuronal activity patterns in prefrontal cortex to logical information processing operations required for cognitive control, and they characterize neural events that may be disrupted in schizophrenia.
Introduction
Cognitive control is the ability to use rules or goals to modify the response to a given stimulus, making behavior flexible and rapidly adaptive to changing contexts (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Schiffer et al., 2015) . As such, cognitive control incorporates two essential capacities: (1) the ability to represent different internal states (such as goals or rules); and (2) the ability to use internal state information to modify the mapping between stimulus and motor representations to implement behavioral flexibility. Neural recording studies in nonhuman primates trained to perform rule-based tasks have provided insight into the neural mechanisms of both aspects of cognitive control. For example, prefrontal neurons encode internal state information, such as task set (Asaad et al., 2000) and cognitive rules (Wallis et al., 2001; Buschman et al., 2012) . In addition, prefrontal circuits rapidly alter how stimulus features are mapped either to actions (Mante et al., 2013) or abstract categories (Roy et al., 2010; Goodwin et al., 2012; Crowe et al., 2013) when the rule governing cognitive processing and behavior changes. These data elucidate both the neural representation of internal state in prefrontal cortex and the utilization of state information to rapidly change the mapping between stimuli and responses.
Patients with schizophrenia exhibit deficits in cognitive control MacDonald et al., 2005; Richard et al., 2013) , and fMRI studies have associated cognitive control deficits in patients with reduced activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Perlstein et al., 2003; MacDonald et al., 2005) . However, it is not known how the function of prefrontal cortex is disrupted at the cellular level to produce cognitive control deficits found in schizophrenia and related neuropsychiatric diseases. This is an important question to answer. Characterizing how neural activity patterns relate to cognitive function in the healthy state (the focus of the present study) is a necessary first step toward understanding how degradation of these neuronal activity patterns can lead to cognitive control failure in disease.
To characterize information processing by prefrontal neurons related to cognitive control, we translated a behavioral task that measures cognitive control deficits in patients with schizophrenia to monkeys with minimal modification and recorded neural activity in prefrontal cortex during task performance. We used the dot-pattern expectancy (DPX) task (Jones et al., 2010) for this purpose, a variant of the AX continuous performance task (AX-CPT). In the AX-CPT, subjects view a cue and then a probe stimulus. Under some trial conditions, the correct response to the probe depends on the identity of the preceding cue, requiring executive control. It is specifically on these trials that patients with schizophrenia and their first-degree relatives exhibit an elevated error rate relative to control subjects (Delawalla et al., 2008; Carter et al., 2012; Richard et al., 2013) . We previously showed that administering ketamine (an NMDA receptor antagonist) to monkeys performing the DPX task causes them to produce the same, trial-type specific error pattern (Blackman et al., 2013) seen in patients with schizophrenia performing the same task Jones et al., 2010) . The context dependence of the error indicated a defect in a specific computation required for cognitive control rather than a generalized behavioral impairment. Thus, this prior work identified a strong and detailed behavioral parallel between patients with schizophrenia and a nonhuman primate translational model we seek to further develop.
As a next step, the current study characterizes how information processing operations required for cognitive control in the DPX task relate to patterns of activity in prefrontal neurons. We find the following: (1) population signals are strongly biased toward the representation of stimuli that inhibit prepotent, reflexive responses; (2) the timing and combination of signals encoding different stimuli reflect the rules by which the stimuli are combined to mediate logical 'if-then' computations for cognitive control; and (3) response-related signals are strongly biased to the representation of responses that are relatively rare and therefore less reflexive or automatic. These findings provide new insight into the neural mechanisms of cognitive control in prefrontal cortex, while at the same time characterizing the nature of information processing operations at a cellular level whose disruption could produce cognitive control deficits in schizophrenia.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Two male rhesus macaques (8.0 -10.4 kg) were used in this study. These monkeys were exposed to ketamine in a prior study (Blackman et al., 2013) . All animal care and experimental procedures conformed to National Institutes of Health guidelines and were in compliance with protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Minnesota and Minneapolis Veterans Administration Medical Center.
Experimental conditions
Monkeys were seated in a primate chair in a sound-attenuated, dimly lit room during task performance. Dot patterns (2.7°-4.4°) were backprojected onto a video screen using an LCD projector (Dell 5100MP DLP). Monkeys were positioned 77.5 cm in front of the video screen. During task performance, the monkeys' eye position was tracked using an infrared eye tracking system (ISCAN), enabling the control of gaze and the retinal location of visual stimuli across conditions. To make their response each trial, monkeys moved a joystick to the right or left with their right hand.
Task
Monkeys were trained to perform the DPX task (a validated AX-CPT variant) similar to tasks used to measure deficits in executive control in patients (Jones et al., 2010 ) (see Fig. 1 ). Each trial a sequence of two dot patterns was presented (a cue followed by a probe; see Fig. 1C ) separated by a delay. At the start of each trial, monkeys directed their gaze at the fixation cross presented at the center of the display for a period of 0.5 s. They were required to maintain gaze fixated within 3.3°of the central fixation target throughout the trial (if eye position moved outside this window, the trial aborted). After the initial fixation period, the cue (orange dots) was presented for 1 s, followed by a 1 s delay period, after which the probe (white dots) was presented for 0.5 s (see Fig. 1A ). The intertrial interval (from the offset of the probe to the onset of the following cue, including the 0.5 s fixation period) was 1.86 s. Total trial length, from the onset of the cue of one trial to the onset of the cue in the next, was 4.36 s. Monkeys could respond anytime during the 0.5 s probe period or in the first 1.0 s of the intertrial interval afterward. A valid cue was designated A, and a valid probe was designated X. Invalid cues were collectively classified as B, and invalid probes were collectively classified as Y (see Fig. 1C ). If the valid cue and probe were shown (AX cue-probe sequence), the trial was defined as a target trial and the monkeys responded with a leftward motion of the joystick (target response). If any other cue-probe sequence (AY, BX, BY) was presented, the trial was defined as a nontarget trial and the monkeys responded with a rightward motion of the joystick (nontarget response). No minimum response time limit was imposed; so, for example, monkeys could anticipate the onset of the probe on B-cue trials and respond "nontarget" immediately at probe onset (with minimal visual processing of the probe). However, median reaction time (RT) was Ͼ400 ms, even on B-cue trials (see Fig.  2 A, B) , suggesting that monkeys processed the probe rather than preemptively responding at probe onset. The duration of the probe stimulus was fixed at 0.5 s on all trials (regardless of the time of the motor response). This kept the timing of stimuli constant across trials and is most directly analogous to the way the task has been implemented to study cognitive control in patients with schizophrenia (Jones et al., 2010) . If monkeys moved the joystick in the correct direction within the response window, they immediately received a ϳ0.1 ml drop of sweetened water. If monkeys moved the joystick in the incorrect direction within the response window, or did not respond, no reward was given (but otherwise the timing of stimuli was the same as on correct trials). If monkeys made a joystick response before probe onset, the trial was aborted without reward.
We administered the DPX task in both prepotent and balanced trial sets. In prepotent trial sets, 69% of the trials in the set presented the AX cue-probe sequence, establishing a motor habit to respond "target." The remaining 31% of trials were nontarget trials, made up of 12.5% AY, 12.5% BX, and 6% BY trials (see Fig. 1D , middle). We adopted this proportion of trial types to maintain consistency with the task as it has been used to measure cognitive control in patients with schizophrenia (Jones et al., 2010) . We recorded the activity of 42 neural ensembles during DPX task performance (see below). Prepotent sets included either 301 trials (in 28 neural ensembles) or 400 trials (11 ensembles). In the remaining 3 ensembles, we recorded only balanced trial data. In balanced sets, we presented the four trial types (AX, AY, BX, BY) in equal proportion (see Fig. 1D , right) to decorrelate cue and probe identity within trials, making it easier to identify neurons that coded cue identity (A vs B) and probe identity (X vs Y) as independent task variables. Balanced sets included either 80 trials (37 neural ensembles) or 300 trials (4 neural ensembles). In the remaining 1 ensemble, we recorded only prepotent data. In the 38 neural ensembles recorded on both balanced and prepotent trial sets, the balanced trial set was presented first followed by the prepotent set in 28 ensembles. In the remaining 10 ensembles, prepotent trial set data were collected first followed by balanced trial set data. Balanced and prepotent trial sets were run as separate experiments on the same neural ensembles with a short delay (ϳ30 s) in between. Other than the delay, monkeys were not explicitly cued as to the switch between trial sets or whether balanced or prepotent trial sets were underway.
Neural recordings
Once the monkeys achieved high (Ն80% accuracy on all trial types) and stable performance on the final version of the task, they underwent an aseptic surgical procedure in which a recording chamber (13 mm inner diameter) was implanted over the prefrontal and posterior parietal cortex in the left cerebral hemisphere ( prefrontal neural recordings are described here). MRI-based localization was used to place the chambers. The prefrontal chamber was centered over Brodmann's area 46 in the principal sulcus in both monkeys (see Fig. 1B ). In addition to the recording chambers, titanium screws and posts were implanted on the surface of the skull during the surgical procedure. The posts were fastened to a halo and allowed for the ability to secure head position. During the surgical procedure, the monkeys were maintained under gas anesthesia (isoflurane, 1%-2%) and were administered analgesia for several days postoperatively (Buprenex; 0.05 mg/kg twice a day, i.m.). Following postoperative recovery, neurophysiological recordings commenced.
As monkeys performed the DPX task, neural activity was recorded from the PFC (areas 9 and 46) using a computer-driven 16 microelectrode Eckhorn motor drive (Thomas Recording, GmbH). Fine glasscoated platinum iridium fiber microelectrodes (70 m outer diameter; 1-2 M⍀ impedance) were independently lowered through the intact dura mater into the cerebral cortex, and their depths were adjusted to isolate the electrical activity of single neurons. The electrical signals were amplified (gain of 2500) and bandpass filtered (cutoff frequencies of 2 and 5 kHz). Waveforms for the individual neurons' action potentials were isolated on-line using waveform discriminators (Alpha Omega Engineering). It was possible to routinely isolate the action potentials of ϳ20 neurons per recording ensemble. The timing of spike occurrence for the isolated action potentials and behavioral events were stored to disk with 40 s resolution (DAP 5200a Data Acquisition Processor; Microstar Laboratories). The monkeys received an intramuscular hindlimb injection of sterile saline (0.41-0.89 ml) on some days (Monkey 1: 25%; Monkey 2: 70%) to provide control data for a subsequent study.
Data analyses
Data were collapsed across monkeys and restricted to correct trials only. An ␣ level of p Ͻ 0.05 was adopted to define significance.
Behavioral analysis. To determine whether there was an effect of trial type on RT, we conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test (as the RT data were not normally distributed) followed by a post hoc multicomparison test for both balanced and prepotent trial sets. A technical issue in the recording of RTs by the behavioral control program led to a surplus of RTs at 500 -502 ms time point after probe onset, although trials with this RT comprised Ͻ6% of trials, and their removal (or inclusion) did not influence the results of analyses of the RT data. The analysis of RT indicated that RTs were longer on AY trials compared with the other trial types (see Fig. 2 A, B) , suggesting a behavioral cost associated with cognitive control when presentation of the A-cue established a target response expectation that then had to be reversed after presentation of the Y-probe. To determine whether this behavioral cost varied as a function of trial proportion, we compared RT on AY trials between balanced and prepotent sets.
Neuron classification. To identify neural activity that differed as a function of the cue (A vs B), probe (X vs Y), and response (target vs nontarget), we conducted ANCOVA on firing rates in the balanced datasets. Neuron inclusion criteria included a minimum baseline rate requirement of 1 Hz. To identify neurons encoding the cue during the cue period, we performed a one-way ANCOVA on firing rates using cue identity as the single factor. We entered firing rates during the fixation period as a covariate to control for trial-to-trial fluctuations in baseline firing rate. Neurons with activity varying as a function of cue identity during the cue period were designated "early cue" neurons. "Delay cue" neurons were identified using the same analysis applied to firing rates in the delay period.
Following presentation of the probe, neural activity could potentially reflect the identity of the probe or the identity of the preceding cue. To analyze the potential influence of these factors simultaneously, we performed an ANCOVA on firing rates during the probe period using cue identity (A or B), probe identity (X or Y), and their interaction as factors in this analysis. The covariate was firing rate during the fixation period. Neurons with neural activity during the probe period that varied as a function of the identity of the preceding cue were designated "late cue" neurons. To identify response neurons with activity related to response direction (left or right), we applied ANCOVA to firing rates measured within a response window starting 200 ms before and extending to 200 ms after the initiation of the response. Response direction was the single factor in this analysis, and firing rate during the fixation period was the covariate.
Neurons were always classified on the basis of the results of the AN-COVA (above) applied to neural data recorded on balanced trial sets. This allowed us to differentiate neurons that encoded the cue and probe stimuli under conditions that the two were statistically independent. We illustrate the counts of cue, probe, and response neurons as well as the average activity patterns of these populations based on the classification produced by ANCOVA applied to neural activity on balanced trial sets in Figures 2C and 3 . In Figures 4 -8 , we analyze the activity of the same groups of neurons on prepotent trial sets, using the neural classifications derived from the balanced data.
To determine whether populations of neurons were biased in terms of the numbers of neurons preferring each of the two alternative cues, probes, or responses, we applied a 2 test using the Yates correction for continuity.
Spike density functions (SDFs). SDFs were constructed from single trials of neural activity by convolving the vector of spike times with a Gaussian kernel (using the "ksdensity" function in MATLAB with a kernel width of 40 ms). In subsets of statistically defined neural populations (see Neuron classification, above), we then separated single-trial SDFs into groups according to the identity of the cue and probe shown (producing four trial groups in which the cue-probe sequence was either AX, AY, BX, or BY). We next averaged the SDFs in each trial group across neurons within each population to produce a population average SDF illustrating the activity pattern as a function of cue-probe sequence.
Many neurons responded to multiple task variables in different task epochs, with the result that these neurons were allocated to multiple ANCOVA-defined functional groups, several of which consequently exhibited similar patterns of activity (see Fig. 3 ). Neuronal groups that exhibited similar activity profiles were subsequently combined (see Fig. 5 ).
We found that many cue-selective neurons preferred the B-cue during the cue period ("early cue" response) and switched their preference to the A-cue during the probe period ("late cue" response). Late cue activity was often augmented when the A-cue was followed by the Y-probe. We termed neurons that were significantly influenced by cue identity in both the cue and probe period but changed their preference from B-cues to A-cues between these periods "switch" neurons. Switch neurons appeared to be involved in aspects of cognitive control required by the DPX task because their activity was maximal when cognitive control demand was greatest and the prepotent target response had to be inhibited (e.g., after B-cues in the cue period, and Y-probes following A-cues in the probe period). To examine the influence of varying cognitive control demand on the activity of switch neurons, we computed the difference in firing rate on A-cue and B-cue trials to measure cue preference and determined whether cue preference was significantly stronger in the prepotent relative to the balanced trial sets (see Fig. 9 ). To evaluate the significance of the difference in cue preference between balanced and prepotent trial sets, we conducted a permutation test in which we randomly shuffled trials of spike data between the balanced and prepotent sets and recomputed the cue preference (100 iterations). The change in cue preference between balanced and prepotent trial sets in the original data was considered significant if it exceeded 95% of the difference measures obtained in the shuffled data.
Cue preference index. To further quantify the preference of each neuron for the A and B cues, we computed a cue preference index, (A Ϫ B)/(A ϩ B), where A is the average firing rate of the cell during the epoch in response to A-cues and B is the average firing rate in response to B-cues. We calculated the difference in the cue preference index between the cue and probe periods (Index probe Ϫ Index cue ). We then determined whether the difference in cue preference between the cue and probe periods in individual neurons was significant by performing a permutation test in each neuron in which we shuffled firing rates by epoch between the cue and probe periods, and recalculated the difference in the cue preference index in the cue and probe periods (1000 repetitions). The initial change in cue preference in each neuron was considered significant if the index was either greater than the 97.5 percentile or less than the 2.5 percentile of the shuffled distribution ( p Ͻ 0.05, two-tailed).
Decoding analysis. To quantify the strength and timing with which population activity represented different task variables, we decoded the cue (A vs B), probe (X vs Y), and response (target vs nontarget) from patterns of neural population activity using pattern classification analyses (Klecka, 1980; Goodwin et al., 2012) . The decoding analysis was applied to single-trial patterns of activity observed in populations of neurons. To decode each variable, neurons were included in the population if their activity varied significantly as a function of the decoded variable. Significant neurons were aggregated across ensembles, and trials were matched according to the repetition number of each task condition. We restricted the populations used in the decoding to neurons that were recorded for a minimum of at least 75 trials for balanced sets and 230 trials for prepotent sets. We then truncated the number of trials in neurons recorded for more trials to these minimums. This held the number of trials constant across neurons in spite of small variation in the numbers of trials performed by animals between experiments. That, in turn, made it possible to represent the firing rate data over the population as a rectangular matrix, in which the number of columns (neurons) did not vary over trials (rows), which was necessary for the decoding.
We quantified the accuracy of decoding every 50 ms throughout the trial by decoding task variables using population activity within a sliding 150 ms window consisting of firing rates measured in three consecutive 50 ms time bins. We used leave-one-out cross validation in the decoding analyses to ensure the neural data used to decode each behavioral variable did not contribute directly to the definition of the classification functions applied to perform the decoding. We used firing rates at each time step to define the activity patterns used to perform the classification; therefore, the patterns of activity coding each variable were free to change over the trial in the decoding analysis. We used the "classify" function in the MATLAB Statistical toolbox (The MathWorks) using empirical prior probabilities to perform the classification.
Demixed principal component analysis. We applied a demixed principal component analysis developed by Machens and colleagues (Brendel et al., 2011) and recently used by Wallis and colleagues (Lara and Wallis, 2014) to characterize temporal profiles of neuronal activity in prefrontal cortex without a priori assumptions about the timing of activity changes. The analysis identifies a set of principal components (weighted linear combinations of neurons) that specify axes through the rate space of the population that are oriented so as to capture the greatest amount of variance in population activity patterns with the added constraint that the axes capture the maximal variance attributable to task variables (Brendel et al., 2011) . Once the components were derived, population activity patterns were measured in a sequence of 50 ms bins, and then were projected onto each component (by multiplying the rate of each neuron by its coefficient, or weight, in the component, and summing the products). This produced a time series indicating variation of population activity along the component of interest throughout the trial. Data were demeaned, and the demixed principal component analysis was conducted using the methods outlined by Brendel et al. (2011) . For each component, the relative contribution of time, trial type, and their interaction was examined to investigate the amount of variance explained by these factors relative to the total variance explained of that component.
Results
Monkeys performed the DPX variant of AX-CPT in which letters were substituted by dot patterns (Fig. 1) . The stimulus and response contingencies of the AX-CPT and the DPX task are otherwise identical. Use of dot-patterns allows comparison of behavior between monkeys and humans without introducing prior visual experience with letters as a variable confounding comparison of behavior across species. The DPX task requires cognitive control by virtue of the feature that the response to a probe stimulus is contingent on the identity of a preceding cue stored in working memory. This requires that monkeys flexibly select different responses to the same probe stimulus contingent upon an internal representation of context, in this case provided by the cue stimulus.
In the DPX task, monkeys viewed a cue stimulus (designated A or B) followed by a probe stimulus (designated X or Y) in each trial (Fig. 1A,C) . Trials with the AX sequence were designated target trials, requiring a leftward joystick response, and all other cue-probe sequences were nontarget, requiring a rightward joystick response. Based on the above contingencies, B-cue trials were always nontarget (independent of the following probe), and Y-probe trials were always nontarget (independent of the preceding cue). However, on A-cue trials, the response could be either target or nontarget, depending on the subsequent probe. Similarly, on X-probe trials, the response could be either target or nontarget, depending on the preceding cue. On these trials, visual information about the cue stimulus stored in working memory and the probe stimulus had to be combined to determine the correct motor response. The result of this logical operation (e.g., IF A-cue AND X-probe, THEN target response) identified the correct conditional motor response to the probe stimulus.
DPX trials were administered in either balanced or prepotent sets. In the balanced trial sets (80 or 300 trials), the four trial types defined by the possible combinations of cue and probe stimuli (AX, AY, BX, and BY) were administered in equal proportion (Fig. 1D, right) . On prepotent trial sets (301 or 400 trials), the majority of trials (69%) were of the AX target sequence (Fig. 1D,  middle) , establishing a sensory-motor habit to respond target whenever the X-probe appeared. The remaining trials were divided between AY (12.5%), BX (12.5%), and BY (6%) cue-probe sequences (Fig. 1D, middle) . This is the same proportion of trial types that has been used to characterize cognitive control deficits in patients with schizophrenia (Jones et al., 2010). Prepotent trial sets are considered to increase cognitive control demand on BX trials because the B-cue stored in working memory must override the habitual target response to the subsequent X-probe to command a nontarget response.
Behavioral performance
Both monkeys performed with a high level of accuracy (Ͼ95% correct overall) during the balanced trial sets (Monkey 1: 95.4%; Monkey 2: 95.9%) as well as the prepotent trial sets (Monkey 1: 95.1%; Monkey 2: 97.9%) of the DPX task. Performance was Ͼ90% correct on all trial types (Table 1 ). There was a tendency for performance to be more accurate on Y-probe trials than X-probe trials (Table 1 ). This may have reflected the benefit of a sensorimotor habit to respond "nontarget" whenever the Y-probe appeared, and a cost associated with the decision to respond "target" or "nontarget" (depending on the preceding cue) when the X-probe appeared. RTs varied across trial types (Kruskal-Wallis test, Balanced: ͑3͒ 2 ϭ 1311.8, p Ͻ 0.001; Prepotent: ͑3͒ 2 ϭ 2546.3, p Ͻ 0.001) such that monkeys responded the slowest on AY trials ( p Ͻ 0.05) relative to the other trial types (AX, BX, BY), a pattern that was seen both in the balanced and prepotent trial sets (Fig. 2 A, B) . AY trials require overriding the tendency to respond "target" following the A-cue when the Y-probe appears, as on the majority of trials the X-probe followed the A-cue, and a target response could therefore be anticipated.
The prolonged RT on AY trials appeared to reflect the greater degree of cognitive control required.
Neural database
We recorded the activity of 819 neurons in prefrontal cortex (Fig.  1B) in 42 ensembles consisting of between 6 and 33 individually isolated neurons (mean ϭ 19.5) recorded simultaneously. We classified neurons by applying ANCOVA to their firing rates during balanced trial sets. This allowed us to clearly differentiate neural signals that encoded the cue and the probe under conditions that the two stimuli were statistically independent. We characterize the activity of neurons on the balanced trial sets in Figures 2C and 3 , and on prepotent trial sets in Figures 4 -8 . Because neurons could encode the cue any time in the trial after its presentation, we identified "early cue," "delay cue," and "late cue" neurons as those in which firing rate varied as a function of cue identity during the cue, delay, and probe periods of the trial, respectively. Of the 819 recorded neurons, 509 exhibited activity that varied significantly as a function of the cue, probe, and/or response (62% of recorded neurons). Cue neurons (early, delay, and late combined) comprised by far the largest group ( Fig. 2C ; "Cue," 432 of 509 task related neurons, or 85%). The numbers of neurons classified as early cue, delay cue, and/or late cue are indicated in the corresponding panels of Figure 3A . Smaller groups of neurons exhibited activity that varied as a function of the probe and response (Fig. 2C, " probe," "response"). Most often, modulations in firing rate relating to the probe or the response rode on top of separable modulations in firing rate relating to the cue in single neurons, pointing to the predominance of cue representation in the neural data ( Fig. 2C ; most neurons in the probe and response circles fall in the zones of intersection with the cue circle).
Neural signals encoding the cue Population SDFs (Fig. 3) illustrate the average activity of statistically defined populations of neurons identified as early cue ( 3A-C), delay cue ( Fig. 3D-F ), late cue ( Fig. 3G-I ), probe ( Fig.  3J-L) , and response ( Fig. 3M-O) neurons by ANCOVA (see Materials and Methods). Population activity is represented separately on subsets of trials in which the cue-probe sequence was AX, AY, BX, or BY. Neural activity in several populations exhibited unique temporal features as a function of the cue-probe sequence.
The DPX task requires, under some trial conditions, that the brain integrate information about the cue and the probe to select the correct response. This implies that signals encoding the previous cue have to exist during the probe period in order for information about the two stimuli to be integrated. One way to achieve this would be the activation of classical "delay neurons" (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Miller et al., 1996; Chafee and GoldmanRakic, 1998) , hypothetically selective either for the A-cue or B-cue, which would sustain an elevated firing rate after their preferred cue disappeared until the probe period when the cue information they encoded could be combined with probe information to compute the correct response. A population of neurons exhibiting this form of sustained cue-selective activity was indeed observed (Fig. 3 A, E) . However, a much larger population of neurons encoding the cue stimulus exhibited a strikingly different activity pattern. This population of "switch" neurons (Fig.  3 D, G,M ) was most strongly activated during the cue period by presentation of B-cues, after which activity decayed toward baseline in the delay period, indicating a B-cue preference early in the trial. The same neurons were most strongly activated during the probe period on trials that the A-cue had been presented, with activity ramping up in the delay period and peaking in the probe period, indicating an A-cue preference late in the trial. Thus, the same neural population switched its stimulus preference from B-cues in the cue period to A-cues between the cue and the probe period. Because "switch" neurons constituted a large fraction of cue-selective neurons, populations of prefrontal neurons were strongly biased overall in terms of the numbers of neurons that preferred the A-cue versus the B-cue during the cue and probe periods. The large majority of cue-selective neurons activated during the cue period ("early cue" neurons) preferred the B-cue ( Fig. 3C; ͑1͒ 2 ϭ 84.78, p Ͻ 0.001). This bias disappeared during the delay period (Fig. 3F ) and then reversed during the probe period, such that the majority of cue-selective neurons activated during the probe period ("late cue" neurons) preferred the A-cue ( Fig. 3I; ͑1͒ 2 ϭ 7.28, p Ͻ 0.01). The switch in cue preference between task epochs was evident not only at the population level (Fig. 3 ) but was seen also in single prefrontal neurons (Fig. 2D-G) and was a prominent feature of neural activity in prefrontal cortex during the DPX task. Figure 4 plots the cue preference index computed for single neurons using cue period (x-axis) and probe period (y-axis) activity. Colored symbols indicate neurons in which the cue preference index significantly changed from the cue to the probe periods ( p Ͻ 0.05 two-sided, bootstrap test; see Materials and Methods). The proportion of neurons that increased their cue preference index between the cue and probe periods, indicating a shift in cue preference toward A-cues (Fig. 4, red; 54 of 106 neurons) significantly exceeded the proportion of neurons that decreased their cue preference index, indicating the opposite shift in preference toward B-cues (Fig. 4 , blue; 9 of 106 neurons; z test of proportions; z ϭ Ϫ6.8, p Ͻ 0.0001).
Aggregating ANCOVA-defined neuronal types into groups with common activity patterns and alignment of activity to the time of the motor response The ANCOVA-defined classification of neurons led to several groups with highly similar patterns of population activity (e.g., Fig. 3 B, D,G, K, M ). This was a consequence of the fact that the firing rate of single neurons often exhibited a significant relationship to different task factors during different epochs in the trial. As a result, the same individual neurons were often allocated to multiple ANCOVA-defined neuronal classes, which ended up exhibiting similar patterns of activity. To reduce this redundancy, we combined ANCOVA-defined classes that exhibited a similar pattern of activity into a single group. The assignment of the 10 ANOVA-defined neuronal classes to 6 groups sharing a common overall activity pattern is shown by the group labels indicated in each panel of Fig.  3 . Group 1 neurons (Fig. 5 A, Fig. 5 but could belong to multiple classes in Fig. 3 .) Group 1 (Fig. 5 A, B) was a small group with a weak signal. Neurons in Groups 2 and 4 were "switch" neurons preferring the B-cue early and the A-cue late in the trial. Group 2 neurons (Fig. 5C,D) significantly preferred the A-cue during the delay period (Fig. 3D) or the A-cue during the probe period (Fig.  3G ) by ANCOVA. Group 4 neurons (Fig.  5G,H ) significantly preferred the B-cue during the cue period (Fig. 3B) or the Y-probe during the probe period ( Fig.  3K ) by ANCOVA. Together, neurons in Groups 2 and 4 constituted the bulk of task-related neurons in prefrontal cortex. In both Groups 2 and 4, the strongest activity occurred on AY trials (Fig. 5C ,G, red SDF). Activity on BX and BY trials was weaker, and SDFs tended to overlap on these trials (Fig. 5C ,G, purple and blue SDF). Groups 2 and 4 were differentiated on the basis of activity on AX trials (Fig.  5C ,G, orange SDF) compared with activity on BX and BY trials (Fig. 5C ,G, blue and purple) considered together. In Group 2, peak activity on AX trials exceeded peak activity on BX and BY trials (Fig. 5C ,D, orange SDF above purple and blue SDF). In Group 4, peak activity on AX trials occurred at approximately the same level as peak activity on BX and BY trials (Fig. 5G ,H, peaks of orange, purple, and blue SDF are of approximately equal height). Group 3 neurons (Fig. 5 E, F ) significantly preferred the B-cue during the delay period (Fig. 3E ) by ANCOVA. The activity of Group 3 neurons took the form of classical delay period activity associated with working memory as the activity reflecting the preferred cue was tonically maintained in the delay period. (Fig.  5 E, F ) . Neurons in Group 5 (Fig. 5 I, J ) significantly preferred the B-cue during the probe period (Fig. 3H ) or the non- target response during the response period (Fig. 3N ) by AN-COVA. Finally, neurons in Group 6 (Fig. 5 K, L) significantly preferred the X-probe during the probe period (Fig. 3J ) .
Neural signals encoding the probe
Prefrontal neurons encoded the identity of the probe stimulus in a manner that depended on the preceding cue. On A-cue trials, when the cue and probe had to be considered together to select the correct response, prefrontal population activity differentiated Y-probes (Fig. 5C , E, G, red SDF) from X-probes (Fig. 5C , E, G, orange SDF). In contrast, on B-cue trials, when the required response was nontarget on every trial and the probe was irrelevant to response selection, population activity essentially overlapped on Y-probe (Fig. 5C , E, G, blue SDF) and X-probe (Fig. 5C , E, G, purple SDF) trials. These data indicate that prefrontal neurons encoded the identity of the probe in a context-dependent manner, selectively representing the probe stimulus under conditions (specifically following A-cues) when probe information was useful to response selection. This suggests that stimulus processing reflected the role that stimuli played in the logical computations required for cognitive control. In addition, the neural groups encoding the probe stimulus typically preferred the Y-probe over the X-probe (Fig. 5C-H , red over orange SDF). This provides additional evidence that processing of probe stimuli reflected their significance for cognitive control. The appearance of the Y-probe following the A-cue required overriding the expectation that the subsequent probe would be the X-probe requiring the target response (as most trials were AX). The fact that RT was significantly longer on AY trials when this expectation had to be overridden relative to the other trial types (Fig. 2) , is consistent with the view that AY trials imposed greater cognitive control demand. Stronger activation on AY trials in prefrontal cortex (Fig. 5C-H, red ) may therefore reflect the greater level of cognitive control required on AY trials. To quantify the cue dependence of probe encoding, we compared the accuracy of decoding the probe stimulus from patterns of population activity on A-cue and B-cue trials (Fig. 6) . Probe decoding was more accurate on A-cue trials (Fig. 6A ) compared with B-cue trials (Fig. 6B) . A-L, SDFs ( ϭ 40 ms) illustrate the average population activity of six groups of neurons (one group per row). Left column, Activity of each group aligned to cue onset (A, C, E, G, I,  K) . Right column, Activity of the same neurons aligned to the time of the motor response (B, D, F, H, J, L) . Neuronal groups were formed by aggregating ANOVA defined neuronal classes that exhibited similar profiles of activity in the initial classification (as labeled in Fig. 3 ).
Neural signals encoding response direction
Realigning the activity of these 6 groups of neurons to the time of the motor response (Fig. 5 B, D, F , H, J, L) revealed essentially two sequential peaks in activity that occurred toward the end of the trial near the time of the motor response. The earlier peak in activity occurred prominently in Groups 2, 3, and 4, and in each case this activity was greatest on AY trials (Fig. 5 D, F,H, red SDF) . The later peak in activity occurred prominently in Groups 5 and 6, and this peak was better aligned to response onset (Fig. 5 J, L) than to probe onset (Fig. 5 I, K ) . As noted above, Group 6 neurons were classified by the ANCOVA as probe neurons that preferred X-probes (Fig. 3J ) . However, realignment of the activity to the response suggests that this was an artifact of the faster RT on X-probe trials relative to Y-probe trials (particularly on AY trials; Fig. 2 A, B) , so that more response-related activation fell within the probe window on X-probe trials than on Y-probe trials, artificially inflating firing rates within this window as a result. Probeselective activity in Group 6 neurons essentially disappeared when the activity was realigned to the time of the motor response (Fig. 5L) . Group 5 and 6 neurons exhibited modulations in firing rate that were most clearly time-locked to the time of the motor response. Activity in Group 5 neurons was greater for all nontarget responses (Fig. 5J , red, purple, blue; AY, BX, and BY trials) compared with target responses (Fig. 5J, orange ; AX trials). Aligned to response time, Group 6 neurons exhibited a strong nonselective phasic response that was time-locked to movement onset but was not selective for the cue, probe, or direction of the response (Fig. 5L) . These neurons may provide a type of "go" signal that releases the habitual target response unless overridden by the activity of the other neural classes, many of which were most active when this response needed to be suppressed. Notably, there were no neural groups found to be more active for the habitual target response when activity was realigned to response onset.
Decoding the cue, probe, and response from mixedselectivity neurons The activity of most prefrontal neurons was modulated in relation to multiple DPX task factors simultaneously (e.g., cue, probe, and/or response), consistent with the mixed selectivity that has been reported in prefrontal neurons in other task contexts (Rigotti et al., 2013) . This raises the question whether the mixture of signals found in single prefrontal neurons supports an accurate representation of the cue, probe, and response in the DPX task at the population level. To quantify the degree to which the identity of the cue and probe stimuli as well as the response direction were represented by the activity of the neural populations with mixed selectivity, we decoded each task variable from population activity patterns measured in a sequence of 50 ms time bins. We used a decoder which took into account the prior probability associated with values of each variable based on their frequency of occurrence in the trial set (e.g., the number of A-vs B-cues), as well as additional information encoded by neural activity patterns, when computing the posterior probability associated with each potential outcome. In the prepotent dataset, given the high prior probability that the cue was A, the probe was X, and the response was therefore "target" (independent of information provided by neural activity), the posterior probability associated with these values for the cue, probe, and response was very high in the intertrial interval before the presentation of stimuli (Fig.  7 A, C,E, red decoding time courses at or near ceiling). This reflects the classifier "guessing" that the cue was A, the probe was X, and the response was target due to the dominance of the prior probabilities for these outcomes in the absence of informative Figure 7 . Cue, probe, and response decoding on prepotent trial sets. Lines plot the posterior probability associated with the correct cue (A, B), probe (C, D), and response direction (E, F) of each trial derived by applying pattern classification to neural firing rates observed in a window of 3 consecutive 50 ms time bins advanced through the trial in 50 ms steps. The smaller numbers of neurons included in the population decoding relative to the ANCOVA classification in Fig. 3 reflect the exclusion of some neurons with very low spike rates. Left column, Posterior probability time courses obtained when including all neurons with activity significantly related to any task variable (cue, probe, or response) in the decoding analysis (A, C, E). Right column, Posterior probability time courses obtained when including only Group 2 and 4 neurons in the decoding analysis (B, D, F). Dashed horizontal lines indicate the prior probability of A-cues, X-probes, and target responses based on their proportion relative to all trials in the prepotent trial sets. A, B, The posterior probability time course associated with the correct cue (A or B) derived from decoding applied to the activity of all significant neurons (A) or restricted to neurons in Groups 2 and 4 (B). Decoding results are plotted separately on A-cue trials (red), B-cue trials (blue), or all trials combined (gray). C, D, The posterior probability time course associated with the correct probe (X or Y) derived from decoding applied to the activity of all significant neurons (C) or restricted to neurons in Groups 2 and 4 (D). Decoding results are plotted separately on X-probe trials (red), Y-probe trials (blue), or all trials combined (gray). E, F, The posterior probability time course associated with the correct response direction (target or nontarget) derived from decoding applied to the activity of all significant neurons (E) or restricted to neurons in Groups 2 and 4 (F). Decoding results are plotted separately on target trials (red), nontarget trials (blue), or all trials combined (gray).
neural activity to the contrary. Conversely, the posterior probability associated with the B-cue, Y-probe, and nontarget response was near 0 during the intertrial interval based on the lower prior probability of these values before the onset of informative neural activity. However, on B-cue trials, the posterior probability of the B-cue climbed to ϳ0.8 after cue onset and remained elevated for the remainder of the trial, whether we included all neurons (Fig.  7A , blue) or just Group 2 and 4 neurons (Fig. 7B, blue) in the decoding analysis. On Y-probe trials, the posterior probability of Y-probes remained near 0 throughout the cue and delay periods, and then shortly after Y-probes were presented climbed to ϳ0.9 whether using all neurons (Fig. 7C , blue) or just Groups 2 and 4 (Fig. 7D, blue) . Finally, on nontarget trials, the posterior probability of the nontarget response started near 0 during the intertrial interval and then climbed to an intermediate level after presentation of the cue (Fig. 7 E , F, blue, cue period) . This reflects that, on average, the mixture of A-cues and B-cues in the trial set provided partial information about the subsequent response direction (the response direction was ambiguous following A-cues, but following B-cues the nontarget response direction was fixed). The posterior probability of the nontarget response then climbed to nearly 1.0 during the probe period when remaining ambiguity about response direction on A-cue trials was eliminated by presentation of the probe stimulus and response direction was determined with certainty ( Fig. 7 E, F, blue) . The posterior probability time course of nontarget responses exhibited the above features whether using all neurons (Fig. 7E , blue) or just Groups 2 and 4 (Fig. 7F, blue) . The observation that highly accurate, cue, probe, and response direction decoding was obtained using only Group 2 and 4 neurons indicates that all three variables were encoded by the activity of neurons which exhibited "switch" activity. Moreover, despite the fact that the activity of these neurons was dynamically modulated in time, preferentially encoding B-cues early and A-cues late in the trial at both the single neuron and population levels, switch activity carried enough information about the identity of the cue at each time point to support a consistently elevated posterior probability and therefore a sustained neural representation of the cue that was maintained from the cue to the probe periods. Based on the activity of switch neurons, B-cue decoding, for example (Fig. 7B,  blue) , remained above baseline levels from the cue to the probe periods (although it dropped somewhat in the intervening delay).
Temporal patterning of PFC neural signals
Prefrontal neurons exhibited complex temporal patterns of modulation in their activity during the DPX trial, including the increasing and decreasing profiles associated with the encoding of B-cues and A-cues by switch neurons (Fig. 5C,G) . To identify the set of temporal activity profiles present and quantify their relative influence on population activity, we applied a demixed principal component analysis (Brendel et al., 2011) to population activity. This analysis identified a set of orthogonal principal components (weighted linear combinations of neurons) that were oriented through the rate space to capture the maximum variance in population activity attributable to trial type (combination of cue and probe). We then projected the time-varying activity of the population onto each principal component to visualize the basis set of temporal activity patterns in relation to trial events (Fig. 8) . Four of the first 8 principal components revealed a switch from early B-cue to late A-cue or AY trial type preference, which was the defining characteristic of switch neurons (Fig. 8A, components 2 , 4, 5, 6) . Some components resembled traditional working memory activity by demonstrating a consistent cue preference sustained throughout the delay period (Fig. 8A, components 3 and  7) . The proportions of variance in each component explained by time, trial type, and their interaction are illustrated in Figure 8B . Most of the variance in the components was attributable to time (Fig. 8B, red) , and the interaction between time and trial type (Fig. 8B, blue) , with the exception of component 7, which was dominated by trial type as an isolated factor (Fig. 8B, black) .
Influence of cognitive control load on neural activity
We presented both balanced and prepotent trial sets of the DPX task. In the balanced trial sets, AX, AY, BX, and BY cue-probe combinations were presented with equal frequency. In the prepotent trial sets, 69% of the trials presented the AX cue-probe sequence so that the large majority of trials required the target response, making this the prepotent response. We investigated whether the greater cognitive control required to inhibit the prepotent target response on prepotent relative to balanced trial sets modulated neural signals in prefrontal cortex. Cognitive control in the DPX task is most directly related to the necessity to inhibit the prepotent "target" response to the probe. Monkeys had to inhibit the prepotent target response under two conditions: whenever the B-cue was pre- sented and when the Y-probe was presented after the A-cue. The activity of Group 2 and 4 neurons (Fig. 5) was strongest under these conditions, suggesting that their activity plays a role in the neural circuit mediating cognitive control in the DPX task. If Group 2 and 4 neurons are part of a neural circuit mechanism for cognitive control, one might predict that the activity of these neurons would be enhanced during the prepotent relative to the balanced trial sets, reflecting the increase in cognitive control required. To test this, we computed the increase in activity evoked by B-cues relative to A-cues during the cue period (Fig. 9 , blue shaded regions), as well as the increment in activity elicited by the presentation of Y-probes following A-cues during the probe period (Fig. 9 , red shaded regions), and found that these differences in activity were significantly larger ( p Ͻ 0.05) on prepotent ( Fig. 9 B, D) than balanced ( Fig. 9 A, C) trial sets in both Group 2 and 4 neurons. (Significance was determined by a permutation test shuffling trials between the prepotent and balanced sets and recalculating the relevant differences in population firing rates). These data indicate that the activity of switch neurons is enhanced under conditions of greater cognitive control. Although there is a correspondence therefore between the activation of switch neurons and conditions of greatest cognitive control demand, additional experiments would be needed to establish a causal link (by showing that the activity of switch neurons was uniquely modulated by changes in cognitive control demand relative to other neuronal types in prefrontal cortex, for example, or that selectively modulating the activity of switch neurons modulated cognitive control at the behavioral level).
Discussion
Cognitive control is the ability to rapidly switch between alternative responses to the same stimulus by adopting a new goal, rule, or strategy. It has been proposed that cognitive control is mediated by the activation of prefrontal neurons coding contextual information (such as a goal or rule) and that prefrontal output alters how sensory inputs are mapped to motor outputs in target cortical areas (Miller and Cohen, 2001) . Some evidence in support of this framework has been reported. Prefrontal neurons encode abstract rules (Wallis et al., 2001; Buschman et al., 2012; Eiselt and Nieder, 2013; Ott et al., 2014) and modulate their activity in relation to a change in cognitive strategy (Seo et al., 2014) . Rule signals can modify which feature dimensions of a stimulus are integrated to make motor decisions in prefrontal local circuits (Mante et al., 2013) , and prefrontal cortex transmits signals related to cognitive control to its cortical targets (Crowe et al., 2013) . The neural mechanisms of cognitive control are of substantial importance to the study of human neuropsychiatric disease because cognitive control is selectively disrupted in patients with schizophrenia MacDonald et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2010; Richard et al., 2013) , their firstdegree relatives (Snitz et al., 2006) , as well as patients with other neuropsychiatric diagnoses (Brambilla et al., 2007; Msetfi et al., 2009 ). However, the relationship between the neural correlates of cognitive control as studied in monkeys and the types of cognitive control that are disrupted in patients with schizophrenia has remained obscure because often, cognitive control is studied using very different behavioral tasks involving different stimuli, responses, and cognitive operations in monkeys and patients. To close this gap, we selected a task that measures cognitive control impairment in patients with schizophrenia, and translated it to monkeys directly with minimal modification. The task we selected for translation is a variant of the AX-CPT, termed the DPX task, which is identical to the AX-CPT, except that dot patterns replace letters as stimuli. The AX-CPT and DPX tasks both measure a specific cognitive control impairment in schizophrenia Jones et al., 2010; Carter et al., 2012) , and performance deficits in patients are associated with focally reduced activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex Perlstein et al., 2003; MacDonald et al., 2005; Yoon et al., 2008) . It is unknown, however, how schizophrenia distorts information processing in prefrontal cortex at a cellular level. By translating the same task used to measure cognitive control deficits in patients with schizophrenia to monkeys directly and characterizing neural activity in prefrontal cortex at a cellular level during task performance, we hoped to model human cognitive control and its neural basis in the healthy brain. This serves as a necessary first step toward describing how a distortion of these neuronal activity patterns could lead to cognitive control failure in human neuropsychiatric disease. We report is that the neural representation of cue and probe stimuli is strongly influenced by their relation to logical operations required for cognitive control. This computation can be described as evaluating the logical relation: IF cue-A AND probe-X, THEN target response, else nontarget response. We describe how features of this logical operation were reflected in prefrontal neural activity below. Impact of cognitive control on cue encoding "Switch" neurons were the predominant type of neuron that encoded the identity of the cue stimulus in prefrontal cortex. Both the temporal dynamics and stimulus specificity of activity in switch neurons suggested they encoded the logical significance of cue stimuli for the computations that mediate cognitive control in the DPX task. During the cue period ("early cue" activity), switch neurons were preferentially activated by the presentation of the B-cue (Figs. 3B-D,G,K,M,  5C ,G). The B-cue signaled the necessity to override the habitual "target" response to the upcoming probe stimulus in the DPX task, regardless of the identity of the subsequent probe. 
